Abstract: This paper describes a technique for predicting the received signal strength from a transmitter mounted on an automated guided vehicle (AGV). The predictor is part of a factory-based wireless communications anomaly detection system. We have proposed training a probabilistic neural network (PNN) to learn sliding-window sequences of the received fading signal. After training, the PNN conducts pattern matching between trained and observed sequences and returns an index to the closest matching set. Future deep-fading is predicted by adding an index offset to a fading lookup-table memory. We further propose to improve the performance by combining the predicted indices from multiple receivers. Performance results from ray-traced channels show that the mean squared error is reduced by almost two orders of magnitude by employing four receivers at 10 dB SNR. Keywords: fading-prediction, machine-learning, probabilistic neural network, pattern-matching, ray-tracing Classification: Wireless Communication Technologies 311 IEICE Communications Express, Vol.8, No.8,[311][312][313][314][315][316][317] prediction in UHF band by artificial neural network," IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag., vol. 64, no. 12, pp. 5404-5410, Dec. 2016 
Introduction
Factory and medical systems require highly reliable, repeatable and predictable communication links for control of time-critical operations. As wireless communications are replacing fixed-wire links in the factory, potential for signal outage and dropped packets must be considered. Improved prediction accuracy enlarges a warning-time window and permits evasive action to be taken before failure [1] . MAC-layer scheduling and physical-layer power-control can also benefit from improved prediction accuracy. Automated guided vehicles are becoming prevalent in the factory environment, and this paper focuses on prediction of their communications channel [2] . Channel state information (CSI) is usually estimated in a wireless system by comparing the received and known transmitted symbols embedded in the signal preamble field. Polynomial curve fitting can be used to extrapolate the CSI at future points in time. The capacity-loss of a polynomial estimator in a 40 Hz Doppler channel was shown to be less than 1% using a small number of past samples in [3] . A received power predictor based on filtering past CSI samples was used to predict the best transmit antenna for future transmission slots.
It is well-known that neural networks can extract signal features and predict patterns and here we apply the technology to CSI estimation. There are some studies relating to channel prediction using neural networks in the research literature. An adaptive neural network-based channel predictor was able to reduce the mean deviation between a measured and predicted signal to within 8 dB in [4] . Improved signal field-strength prediction was demonstrated using a carefully trained neural network in [5] . We recently proposed a procedure for predicting the fading channel using a probabilistic neural network in [6] . A window of measured received signal strength indicator (RSSI) samples contains a unique pattern which is used to identify the current transmitter (Tx) position. Improved performance could be obtained by employing multiple spatially separated receivers.
This letter develops our work on fading prediction with new results under a variety of channel and PNN settings. We propose a methodology that includes discarding an estimate if a PNN returns a likely erroneous estimate in low-SNR. An ultimate aim of the work is to characterize the receiver performance in efforts to develop a reliable real-time fading predictor forming part of an anomaly detection system. Our technique can also be applied to predicting the channel on a moving head such as found in ICT equipment e.g. printer, engine compartment or wireless harness [7] .
Probabilistic neural network (PNN)
The PNN features a feed-forward architecture which is robust to noise and outliers and is becoming increasing popular for solving classification problems with lowcomplexity. Mobile terminal localization prediction through learning the signature sequences of received signal strength was investigated in [8] and a PNN-based busy/idle status predictor for WLAN was described in [9] . The PNN algorithm is based on Bayes theory and applies the principle of Parzen windows to estimate a probability density function (PDF) by summation of probability contributions from multiple observations [10, 11] . The probability for each classification, c is expressed by
where v is the observed vector, v c;j is the j-th training vector, N E c is number of training vectors for class-c and c represents Gaussian spread. kv À v c;j k 2 represents the squared Euclidean distance between the input and j-th training vector of class, c.
3 Proposed methods
Single-receiver based prediction
The proposed technique involves a novel pre-processing of the serial fading data into a matrix form that can be suitably processed by the PNN. Let a sliding-window of samples be represented by s sw fvg ¼ sðn À N C þ 1; . . . ; nÞ where N is the total number of samples along the route and n is the first sample. Each window forms a row-v entry in an Nr (rows) Â N C (columns) predictor matrix (P-matrix) as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Each row of a corresponding target matrix (T-matrix) contains the index that points to the start address of the fading sliding-window stored in memory. During training the PNN learns to associate each window with its start address. After training and during normal operation, the PNN returns the address index b T of the closest matching row that has the minimum Euclidean distance with the current observation vector.
Multi-receiver based prediction
Each receiver will sample a unique waveform due to its spatial position and make an independent estimate on the current window index. The estimated indices from all N Rx Rx are then collated as T ¼ f b T 1 . . . b T N RX g. In the high signal to noise ratio (SNR) region, all PNN estimate the same index, i.e. b
. However, the indices may differ in the presence of deep fading and high noise. Fig. 1(b) shows an architecture for combining the estimated indices of all receivers. In the majority-combiner, the most likely index b T M at sample n is given by
where mode is the statistical function that returns the most often occurring sample in a data set. In low-SNR, some PNN may make unreliable estimates and improved accuracy can be achieved by selecting from receivers that have sufficient SNR. This situation can be detected when the PNN outputs a constant index despite the channel changing. An erroneous estimate can also be determined by an extrapolation check using a window of previous samples or by estimating the SNR over the window period and this will be investigated in our future work. Finally, an optional offset k is added to the index to estimate the fading at a future point in time. 
Performance evaluation
We evaluate the performance through a Monte-Carlo software simulation using fading waveforms generated from a deterministic ray-tracing simulation.
Ray-tracing channel simulation
Channel fading waveforms are generated from a ray-tracing model at 2.4 GHz center frequency with 2 MHz signal bandwidth. The factory comprises two rooms with the inner area of dimensions 40 m by 40 m factory and outer surrounding room of width 10 m. The number of random uniformly distributed scatters in each area was set at either f4; 8g. A multi-hop scenario is created in which the signal from one inner-room scatterer is bounced by one outer-room scatterer before impinging on the static receiver as shown in Fig. 2(a) .
The transmitter starts at position ð20; 0Þ m and moves along a pre-determined route at v ¼ 2:5 m/s. There is a fixed receiver in each corner of the room at positions fðþ20; À20Þ; ðþ20; þ20Þ; ðÀ20; þ20Þ; ðÀ20; À20Þg m. Further receiver are placed at fðAE10; AE10Þ; ðAE5; AE5Þ; ðAE2:5; AE2:5Þg m. The total distance between transmitter, scatterer-pairs, and receiver is computed and the corresponding signal phases from the f4; 8g arriving paths are summed and sampled every 12.5 ms. An example of the generated fading signal and concept of sliding-window for pattern matching is shown in Fig. 2(b) .
Training and prediction
The fading signal sampled at each receiver is pre-processed into the predictor Pmatrix as it traverses the set route and the PNN is trained. The number of columns in the P-matrix was set at Nc ¼ f100; 200g. In performance evaluation mode, the vehicle moves along the set-route with no position error and therefore a receiver samples the same fading signal as during the training, but this time has added additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In the single-Rx system, each PNN computes the maximum likely window match and then predicts future fading at each Rx by reading the contents of its fading look-up table (LUT) at a required index offset. The MSE between the estimated and actual signal level is computed and averaged over all positions. In the multiple-Rx system, an optimized position index is selected by the majority combiner. The performance was evaluated over four different routes and over 100 simulations per route to average over the noise.
Performance results
The results in Fig. 3(a) show that the average MSE for a single antenna converges towards zero as the SNR increases showing that the PNN can predict the fading index accurately. The MSE achieved using four receivers was reduced by almost two orders of magnitude compared to that of the single receiver at 10 dB SNR. Comparing Fig. 3(a) (left) number of columns, Nc ¼ 100 and (right) Nc ¼ 200 shows that as Nc increases the required SNR to achieve a given MSE also increases. There were a large number of deep fades which increases the uniqueness of each window signature and so the PNN is able to classify each window accurately with a relatively small number of samples. As the sequence length further increases it is conjectured that over-fitting occurs and performance decreases. The computational complexity increases with Nc and so also selecting a lower size is beneficial.
The cumulative density function (CDF) of number of correct estimates of PNN position versus received SNR is shown in Fig. 3(b) for the above case of (left) Nc ¼ 100 and (right) Nc ¼ 200. In the low-SNR region few receivers report the correct index. As the SNR increases, the success rate rises until most receivers report the correct position in the high-SNR region. Fig. 3(c) compares case of number of scatterers (left) Ns ¼ 4 and (right) Ns ¼ 8. In a Rayleigh fading channel, the channel becomes more deterministic and fading becomes flatter as the number of arriving rays increases. The fading becomes less deep and samples where deep fading did occur are less affected by noise which contributes to an improved matching performance.
Comparing Fig. 3(d) (left) ¼ 0:1 and (right) ¼ 0:15 shows that as the PNN spread σ increases, the required SNR is reduced. As σ increases, the PNN makes more substantial connections between neurons and the performance can improve. A balance is required as if σ is too small then a large number of neurons are required to approximate a smoothing function and if too large more neurons are required when the channel or function is changing [12] . In future work we will investigate a large number of diverse channels to find optimized value of σ under each condition.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated a novel neural network-based algorithm to classify and predict the fading profile experienced by a moving vehicle as it follows a predefined course. It was shown that the baseline performance could be improved by combining estimates from individual receivers and, by employing four receivers, the MSE was reduced by almost two orders of magnitude at 10 dB SNR. Performance results from the ray-tracing channel showed that a PNN matrix of Nc ¼ 100 columns, ¼ 0:15 performed best.
A study on an optimum value for Nc and σ as a function of the fading environment will be undertaken as part of our future work. In practice, sampling jitter, scatterer movement, fixed-point arithmetic and vehicle position errors will lead to prediction errors and are being investigated. The proposed technique is not restricted to predicting the fading envelope but can equally be applied to other waveforms such as the time-varying channel utilization ratio.
